As an alternative angular momentum carrier, magnons or spin waves can be utilized to encode information and breed magnon-based circuits with ultralow power consumption and non-Boolean data processing capability. In order to construct such a circuit, it is indispensable to design some electronic components with both long magnon decay and coherence length and effective control over magnon transport. Here we show that an all-insulating magnon junctions composed by a magnetic insulator (MI1)/antiferromagnetic insulator (AFI)/magnetic insulator (MI2) sandwich (Y3Fe5O12/NiO/Y3Fe5O12) can completely turn a thermogradient-induced magnon current on or off as the two Y3Fe5O12 layers are aligned parallel or anti-parallel. The magnon decay length in NiO is about 3.5∼4.5 nm between 100 K and 200 K for thermally activated magnons. The insulating magnon valve (magnon junction), as a basic building block, possibly shed light on the naissance of efficient magnon-based circuits, including non-Boolean logic, memory, diode, transistors, magnon waveguide and switches with sizable on-off ratios.
INTRODUCTION
Data processing and transmission in sophisticated microelectronics rely strongly on electric current, which inevitably wastes a large amount of energy due to Joule heating. Magnons represent the collective excitations in magnetic systems. Though charge neutral, they possess angular momenta and can also transfer the momenta as information carrier free from Joule heating [1] . The main dissipation channel of magnons in magnetic insulators is spin-lattice coupling which is much weaker than Joule heating. Moreover, the wave nature of magnons provides additional merits, (1) long propagation distance up to millimeters [2, 3] and (2) a new degree of freedom (magnon phase) owing to which non-Boolean logic processing [1, [4] [5] [6] are anticipated. These characteristics make magnons the ideal information carriers based on which some electronic components for future magnonic circuits are being developed recently [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Bender et al. [7] theoretically proposed a spin valve with magnetic insulator (MI)/nonmagnetic metal/MI structure where magnetization switching induced by thermally driven spin torques was expected. Wu et al. [8] proposed a concept of magnon valve with heterostructure of MI/spacer/MI and experimentally realized the heterostructure in a YIG/Au/YIG sandwich whose spin Seebeck effect (SSE) depends on the relative orientation of the top and bottom YIG layers. In this structure, magnon transport occurs in two YIG layers while spin transport in Au remains limited to the electrons. Angular momentum transfer through the structure thus relies on mutual conversion between magnon spin current and electron spin current. Cramer et al. [9] prepared another type of hybrid spin valves in YIG/CoO/Co. In this valve, inverse spin Hall voltage (ISHE) in Co induced by spin pumping effect is determined by spin configurations between YIG and Co. The ferromagnetic Co electrode can support both electron and magnon currents, and thus the output signal have both electron spin and magnon contributions [3, 9] . In the above cases, additional conversions between magnon current and spin current or vice visa could first reduce effective decay length of angular momentum. Second, more noticeably, magnon phase would be lost in the above conversions since phase information cannot be encoded by ordinary spin current.
Thus, it is very desirable to construct pure magnon valves in an all-insulating structure such that the spin information propagation is uniquely limited to magnons. Very recently, a sandwich consisting of two ferromagnetic insulators and an antiferromagnetic spacer was proposed by Cheng et al. [11] where both giant spin Seebeck effect and magnon transfer torques were predicted.
Here we design and further experimentally realize a typical MI/antiferromagnetic insulator (AFMI)/ MI heterostructure using YIG/NiO/YIG sandwiches. We entitle such a MI/AFMI/MI heterostructure as insulating magnon junction (IMJ) for short. Output magnon current of an IMJ generated by SSE can be regulated by its parallel (P) or antiparallel (AP) states. Especially, the output magnon current can be totally shut down in the AP state while superposed in the P state near room temperature, contributing to a large on-off ratio. Demonstration of the pure magnon junction based on all-insulators may further help to develop magnon-based circuits with fast speed and ultralow energy dissipation in the coming future. were deposited on Gd 3 Ga 5 O 12 (GGG) (111) substrates in a sputtering system (ULVAC-MPS-4000-HC7 model) with base vacuum of 1×10 −6 Pa. After deposition, high temperature annealing in an oxygen atmosphere was carried out to further improve the crystalline quality of the YIG layers. The stacks with t = 6, 8, 15, 20, 30 and 60 nm were fabricated in the same round. Then a 10 nm Pt stripe with 100 µm×1000 µm lateral dimensions for SSE measurement were fabricated by standard photolithography combined with an argon-ion dry etching process. Finally, an insulating SiO 2 layer of 100 nm and a Pt/Au stripe were successively deposited on top of the Pt stripe for on-chip heating. Before platinum deposition, vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM, EZ-9 from MicroSense) was used to characterize magnetic properties of the YIG layers. After microfabrication process, SSE of the IMJs were measured in a physical property measurement system (PPMS-9T from Quantum Design). Keithley 2400 provided a heating current (I) to the Pt/Au stripe while Keithley 2182 picked up a voltage along the Pt stripe induced by SSE and ISHE. Magnetic field was applied along the transverse direction of the Pt stripe. Control samples YIG(100)/Pt(10 nm), YIG(100)/NiO(15)/Pt(10 nm) and NiO(15)/YIG(60)/Pt(10 nm) were also prepared on GGG substrates and measured for comparison. We have also confirmed insulating nature of oxide parts in the YIG/NiO/YIG and the control stacks by electrical transport measurements. The NiO spacer has uniform thickness without pinholes ( Fig.1(a) ). The bottom YIG (B-YIG) is epitaxially grown on GGG substrate with atomically sharp interface ( Fig.1(b) ). Fourier transformation of the high-resolution transmission electron microscope (HRTEM) in the inset only shows one diffraction pattern, further confirming the epitaxial relation. However, the interfaces of the NiO spacer with adjacent YIG layers become rougher than the GGG//YIG interface, especially for the interface with the top YIG (T-YIG) ( Fig.1(c) ). It is worth noting the two YIG layers are both single-crystalline but with different orientations (Fig.1(d) and (e)). The B-YIG grows along [111] direction of the substrate while the T-YIG does not, probably because the polycrystalline NiO spacer broke epitaxial relation ( Fig.1(c) ). (2) SPIN SEEBECK EFFECT MEASUREMENT Fig.2 (a) schematically shows setup to measure SSE of an IMJ. A Pt/Au electrode on top of a 100 nm SiO 2 insulating layer is heated by a current and then a temperature gradient ∇T along the stack normal (+z axis) is built. ∇T introduces inhomogeneous distribution of magnons inside a MI and produce a magnon current along ∇T [12, 13] . The magnon current can be further transformed as a spin current penetrating into an adjacent heavy metal and then generate a sizable voltage by ISHE [14] [15] [16] [17] , which is so-called longitudinal SSE.
Here we use a Pt stripe to measure the voltage (V SSE ) induced by ISHE and monitor the magnitude and direction of spin current exuded from the top YIG. Fig.2(d) ). This parabolic dependence confirms the thermopower essence of the measured voltage signals while the angle dependences confirm the voltage signals are induced by spin Seebeck effect. We have also estimated temperature rise (∆T ) of spin detector (Pt stripe) as elevating heating current by calibrating resistivity of the Pt stripe. Heating current of 10 mA, 15 mA and 20 mA would lead to ∆T of 2.7 K, 6.0 K and 10 K, respectively, as background temperature within (50 K, 325 K). In order to enhance signal-to-noise ratio and minimize influence of heating current on IMJs, we have selected 15 mA as heating current to conduct the following SSE measurement in Fig.4 and bottom and top YIG layers, respectively. The obtained M S,B /M S,T is 13/7, close to the ratio 5/3 in the nominal thickness. Due to the difference in coercivity, parallel and antiparallel spin configurations can be formed, as illustrated in the figure. Fig.3(b) shows field-dependence of V SSE . Besides of a large ∆V SSE ≈ 1.6 V SSEmax occurring at 13 Oe, V SSE also sharply changes by about 0.4V SSEmax at 2 Oe. V SSEmax is the saturation value (2.6 µV) in Fig.3(b) . dV SSE /dH and dM /dH (Fig.3(c) ) are used to show correspondence between SSE and VSM results. A peak in Fig.3(c) represents a sharp reversal of a YIG layer. There are four peaks in both field dependences. The middle two labeled as (P1-) and (P1+) originate from the reversal of the bottom YIG while the outer ones marked as (P2-) and (P2+) are caused by the reversal of the top YIG. SSE of the control samples YIG/NiO/Pt, NiO/YIG/Pt and YIG/Pt have also been measured ( Fig.3(d) ). Except YIG/NiO/Pt, the other samples show comparable V SSE at the same heating current, which may be owing to higher spin mixing conductance of YIG/Pt interface than that of NiO/Pt interface in our case. YIG/NiO/Pt and YIG/Pt are indeed much softer than NiO/YIG/Pt. Furthermore, only one magnetization reversal is observed for the control samples. If the NiO spacer is replaced by an MgO spacer, V SSE signal due to the reversal of the bottom layer disappears as shown in Ref [8] . The above observation indicates that the magnon current from the bottom layer can flow through the NiO spacer and the top YIG and finally penetrate into Pt. Magnon decay length in epitaxial and polycrystalline YIG is about 10 µm [2] and several tens of nanometers [18, 19] , respectively. Wang et al. [20] reported spin relaxation length of 9.8 nm in NiO. Our IMJs have comparable dimensions with those reported values, indicating magnon current from the bottom YIG layer capable of flowing into Pt.
Remarkably, though solidly confirmed in experiments, longitudinal spin Seebeck effect is regarded to be potentially caused by (1) difference in electron temperature and magnon temperature across an interface between heavy metal and magnetic insulator [12, 13] or by (2) inhomogeneous magnon distribution inside bulk region of a magnetic insulator and as-induced pure magnon flow [21, 22] . These two mechanisms are hard to tell in classic magnetic insulator/heavy metal bilayer systems. Though not ruled out possibility of the 1 st mechanism, nevertheless, our experiment strongly proved rationality of the 2 nd mechanism since the bottom YIG layer could only deliver magnon current into Pt via the bulk effect. 
4) T AND tNiO DEPENDENCE OF SSE OF INSULATING MAGNON JUNCTIONS
We have measured field dependence of V SSE at 15 mA with elevating T for different IMJs as shown in Fig.4 . In order to distinguish switching fields from different YIG layers, their dV SSE /dH are shown in Fig.5 . First, all IMJs show a significant exchange bias below blocking temperature of about 100 K (Fig.4, Fig.5 and Fig.6(b) ), which evidences the appearance of NiO antiferromagnetism. Similar blocking temperatures for all the samples indicate interfacial nature of exchange bias effect whose magnitude is dominantly determined by exchange coupling strength between interfacial layers of NiO and YIG.
Second, only two peaks are unambiguously identifiable for the IMJ with 30 nm and 60 nm NiO at all temperatures ( Fig.5(g,h) ). These peaks belong to (P2+) and (P2-) because their positions are identical with those of YIG(100)/NiO(15)/YIG(60 nm) determined by VSM and H C of NiO/YIG/Pt as shown in Fig.6(a) . Due to too thick NiO spacer and its blocking effect on magnon current, the Pt stripe can only detect magnon current from the top YIG. Thus it is nature that the peaks in Fig.5(g,h) share the same positions with P2+ and P2-.
For t=6∼20 nm, temperature evolution of dV SSE /dH vs. H curves seem nontrivial. Within a certain temperature region, 4 peaks corresponding to 4 switching events of two YIG layers can be clearly resolved. For the t = 15 nm IMJ, for example, four peaks can be clearly resolved between 50 K and 275 K. The relative intensity of (P1+/P2+) or (P1-/P2-) decreases gradually with increasing T (Fig.5(e) ). The trend has also been reproduced in the IMJ with t = 8 nm (Fig.5(c) ). At T < 175 K, the pair of peaks (P1+) and (P1-) are dominant. At intermedium temperature from 175 K to 325 K, the other pair of peaks (P2+) and (P2-) emerge and are enhanced with increasing T . At T > 325 K, (P1+) and (P1-) eventually fade away but (P2+) and (P2-) remain (Fig.5(c) ). This trend indicates the layer dominating SSE of an IMJ can be changed between the two YIG layers though spin detector is only directly connected to the top layer.
The IMJ with 4 nm NiO is unique, in which only P1+ and P1-are observed at all temperatures, which is also indicated in Fig.6(a) . Though P2+ and P2-are absent here, two broad shoulders outsides of P1+ and P1-can be identified above 275 K, which probably still originate from switching of the top YIG. For thin enough NiO spacer, magnon current generated in the bottom layer can still survive after a weak decay in the NiO spacer at high temperatures. Thus V SSE due to the bottom layer is still observable or even dominated in this case. Fig.6(a) . Remarkably, nearly all the peaks lie on 4 branches defined by H C of the control samples and H C from the VSM results, which unambiguously demonstrates origin of the four peaks in the entire temperature range, i.e., the outer peaks from the top and the inner peaks from the bottom YIG. Thus, we can conclude the magnon current that overwhelmingly contributes to SSE comes from the bottom YIG at low temperatures while the magnon current from the top YIG becomes significant at high temperatures. A plausible explanation of the relative contributions of the magnon current from the two YIG layers is as follows. The bottom YIG grown on GGG has much better quality and thus a larger SSE coefficient. At low temperature and for a small NiO thickness, the magnon current from the bottom layer is able to propagate through both NiO and the top YIG without noticeable decay. When NiO becomes thicker, magnon current from the bottom YIG decays significant. On the other hand, the magnon current of the top YIG does not suffer such decay since it is in direct contact with Pt. Thus the bottom and top YIG contribute more dominantly at low and high temperatures, respectively. Fig.6 (c) summarizes magnon valve ratio η mv of the IMJs as a function of T . Here η mv is defined as V SSE,AP /V SSE,P . V SSE induced by ISHE is proportional to the injected magnon current J m flowing toward Pt from the top YIG layer. According to the SSE theory [12, 13, 21, 22] , J m,T/B is proportional to S T/B (∇T ) T/B . Here J m,T is the spin Seebeck coefficient of the top/bottom YIG and (∇T ) T/B is the induced temperature gradient across the top/bottom YIG and proportional to I 2 . Thus V SSE ∝ I 2 , as confirmed in Fig.2(d) . The J m,P/AP = J m,T ± a NiO a YIG J m,B in the P and AP states. Here, J m,T and J m,B are the generated magnon currents by SSE in the top and bottom YIG, respectively, while a NiO and a YIG are the decay ratio of the magnon current from the bottom YIG in NiO and the top YIG, respectively. The magnon valve ratio η mv can be thus rewritten as
η mv sign reflects the relative magnitude of the magnon currents from the top and the bottom layers. The negative values in Fig.6(c) indicates the magnon current from the bottom YIG is larger at low temperature. The positive η mv seen in the 6 and 8 nm NiO IMJs of Fig.6(c) at high temperatures means a larger magnon current from the top YIG. The most interesting case is η mv = 0 where the net magnon current at the YIG/Pt interface becomes zero, i.e., the exact cancellation of the two magnon currents generated by two YIG layers (inset of Fig.6(c) ). Such cancellation only occurs at the AP state. The figure also shows a trend that the critical temperature where η mv =0 increases with decreasing t NiO .
Next, we estimate the magnon decay length λ NiO in the NiO spacers. Magnon decay ratio in NiO is a NiO . From Eq.(1), one can easily see a NiO is proportional to δ = (1-η mv )/(1+η mv ). We then plot lnδ as a function of t NiO between 100 K to 200 K (Fig.6(d) ). In this temperature region, the switching fields of both YIGs are well separated for the IMJs. Worth noting, data from the IMJs with 4 nm and 10 nm NiO spacer are not used here. For the IMJ with 4 nm NiO, only two peaks are clearly observed ( Fig.5(a) ). Thus it is hard to obtain reliable η mv for the device. For the IMJs with 10 nm and 4 nm NiO, the stacks were deposited and annealed in different rounds with the others. The other stacks were fabricated in the same round and their data were systematic and thus more comparable. Fig.6(d) shows a good linear dependence of lnδ on t NiO , which suggests that magnons generated in the bottom YIG can pass through NiO in a diffusive way [11] . The inset in Fig.6(d) shows T -dependence of the derived λ NiO which increases slightly with T . λ NiO is about 3.5 nm ∼ 4.5 nm between 100 K and 200 K. Though λ NiO slightly increases with T . However, V SSE from the top YIG gradually dominates at higher temperatures. It indicates not only magnon transport properties of an IMJ but also T -dependent spin Seebeck coefficients of YIG layers and thermoconductivity of YIG and NiO layers will eventually affect the magnon valve effect. The influence of these parameters is already out of scope of this article. Therefore, we only use magnon valve ratio and its thickness dependence at a fixed temperature to measure magnon decay length as shown in the main panel of Fig.6(d) . Spin decay length in antiferromagnetic materials such as NiO, CoO, Cr 2 O 3 and IrMn have been measured by spin pumping or spin Hall magnetoresistance techniques [20, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . For NiO thin films, λ NiO is reported about 10 nm [20, 23] . Our value has the same order of magnitude with theirs. Qiu et al [27, 28] reported an enhanced spin pumping effect near Néel temperature T N of antiferromagnetic materials. For 6 nm CoO and 1.5 nm NiO, they observed the most significant enhancement at about 200 K and 285 K, respectively [27] . In our case, NiO spacers have thickness of 4 nm ∼ 60 nm. They probably have even higher T N . Then the increase in λ NiO within (100 K, 200 K), we think, is also due to similar enhancement in magnon transport efficiency as T approaching T N .
(6) EXCHANGE BIAS DEPENDENCE OF SSE OF IMJS
We have also changed exchange bias direction of the same IMJ with 8 nm NiO by field cooling technique. In this case, we first elevated temperature to 400 K (the highest temperature of our PPMS system) and then applied 5 T field along different directions (along the Pt strip or in-plane vertical to the Pt stripe or normal to stacks) and then cooled the device down to 10 K with the field of 5 T maintained. Finally, the high field was reduced to 0 in oscillating mode to minimize remanence field of magnet. After all the above procedures, we began SSE measurement with the Pt stripe along the y axis
FIG. 5
Field dependence of dV SSE /dH at elevated temperatures for IMJs with (ah) t=4 nm, 6 nm, 8 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm, 30 nm and 60 nm, respectively. and field applied along the x axis. At 10 K, only the case with cooling field in-plane vertical to the stripe shows remarkable exchange bias effect while the other two cases show small or even negligible exchange bias effect. This means we have successfully changed the exchange bias directions by the above procedures. However, as shown in Fig.7 , all the three cases show nearly the same saturation V SSE at all the temperatures. Furthermore, we can see from the data between 150 K and 300 K that magnon valve ratio was also independent on exchange bias directions. It indicates different exchange coupling directions at the interfaces would not deteriorate transfer efficiency of magnon current across the NiO/YIG interfaces, which is luckily benefit for applications. Independence of spin torque transfer on direction of exchange bias was very recently reported in metallic system [29] . Our data show this independence was also solidly reproduced for magnon transfer.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, fully electric-insulating and merely magnon-conductive magnon valves have been demonstrated by magnetic insulator YIG/antiferromagnetic insulator NiO/magnetic insulator YIG IMJs in which output spin current in Pt detector can be regulated with an high on-off ratio between P and AP states of the two YIG layers near room temperatures. The magnon current is dominated by the bottom (top) YIG layer at low (high) temperature regions. The transition temperature depends on t NiO . The magnon decay length in NiO is about several nanometers. Magnon transfer efficiency is independent on exchange bias directions. Most importantly, similar to the fundamental role played by magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) in spintronics, the IMJ can also provide a basic building block for magnonics and oxide spintronics. Pure magnonic devices/circuits based on IMJs can be constructed in an ideally insulating system with magnon being the only angular momentum carrier. In these devices/circuits, information processing and transport can be accomplished only by magnons without mobile electrons and ultralow energy consumption and more versatile functions such as nonBoolean logics utilizing magnon phase coherence, magnetic memory based on insulators, magnon diode, transistors, waveguide and switches with large on-off ratios can be expected. 
FIG. 7
Independence of magnon transfer on directions of exchange bias.
Three field cooling geometries are also shown as insets.
Colors of the V SSE vs. H curves are the same with the cooling fields in the left insets. FC, IP and OOP denote cooling field, in-plane and out-of-plane, respectively.
